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Ensure simplicity, scale, and security across your evolving environment

When	business	runs	on	data,	efficient	data	management	becomes	a	critical	priority.	With	innovation	the	key	to	success,	your	team	

needs	to	be	focused	on	leveraging	new	technologies,	supporting	strategic	initiatives,	and	planning	for	what’s	on	the	horizon	next	

week,	next	month,	and	next	year	—	not	tied	up	with	manual	administrative	and	management	tasks.	That’s	hard	to	do	when	data	is	

fragmented	and	sprawling	across	cloud,	edge,	and	on-premises	storage	locations	in	a	continuously	evolving	environment.	

Growing	complexity	also	makes	it	hard	to	keep	costs	under	control.	Overprovisioning,	data	migrations,	operational	inefficiencies,	

and	inefficiently	tiered	storage	capacity	all	rob	your	budget	of	badly	needed	funds.	In	fact,	nearly	one	in	five	CIOs	has	made	it	

a	top-three	priority	to	reduce	or	rationalize	IT	spending	in	2021.1	With	ransomware,	malware,	and	other	threats	running	rampant,	

you’ve	also	got	to	be	able	to	meet	data	protection	SLAs	to	ensure	the	rapid	disaster	recovery	your	business	expects.	

Your	environment	isn’t	going	to	get	any	simpler	—	hybrid	cloud,	virtualization,	SaaS,	and	edge	will	continue	to	expand	and	evolve	

as	strategic	mainstays	of	modern	business.	Instead,	your	approach	to	data	management	and	data	protection	has	to	become	

more	efficient.	

That	means	

• Optimizing	costs	and	streamlining	management	for	cloud	storage

• Achieving	centralized,	scale-out	data	protection	across	your	diverse	environment

• Efficiently	scaling	the	environment	as	new	technologies	come	online	

• Simplifying	data	protection	for	better	resiliency	with	less	staff	effort	

In	this	white	paper,	learn	how	you	can	manage	data	more	efficiently	to	drive	greater	value	for	your	business.

The growing data management gap

For	organizations	to	thrive,	accelerate,	and	digitally	transform,	they	need	their	data	environment	to	keep	pace	with	their	business	

without	letting	costs	get	out	of	control.	In	reality,	the	gap	between	requirements	and	reality	has	only	grown	in	recent	years.	This	is	

due	to	several	interrelated	factors.	

Siloed tools

The	more	tools	you	use,	the	more	complex	and	costly	data	management	becomes.	Poorly	integrated	and	aligned	solutions	create	

silos	that	hamper	visibility	and	productivity	while	increasing	risk.	That’s	a	real	problem	with	typical	legacy	vendors.

• Some	legacy	vendors	need	an	additional	cloud	gateway	to	transfer	data	to	the	cloud.	They	ask	you	to	buy	an	external	appliance	

for	cloud	deduplication,	another	product	for	SaaS	backup,	and	still	more	backup	products	for	other	specific	functions,	

applications,	or	locations.	All	of	these	add-ons	expand	cost	and	complexity.	

• Other	backup	products	require	multiple	interfaces	to	do	regular	tasks,	slowing	you	down.	These	products	still	lack	robust	cloud	

coverage,	support	for	SaaS	apps	like	Salesforce	and	Google	Suite,	and	may	use	a	separate	product	for	container	support.	

Scalability	is	often	an	issue.	

• Some	of	the	other	older	backup	products	require	multiple	interfaces	and	products	as	well,	but	with	a	high	cost.	Customers	can	

be	shocked	by	high	individual	renewal	costs	that	add	up	to	an	unpleasant	surprise	for	IT	leaders	still	hoping	to	see	ROI.	

Efficiently manage data to 
lower costs — and increase 
data protection

https://www.commvault.com/
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The	costs	continue	to	mount	for	today’s	IT	leaders.	According	to	ESG	Research,	50	percent	of	survey	respondents	say	their	

data	protection	spending	will	increase	in	2021,	while	more	than	a	third	say	improving	data	backup	and	recovery	is	a	significant	

investment	for	2021	–	2022.2 

“Commvault Complete Data Protection allowed us to integrate with our existing systems and back up 
everything in one platform. This actually saved us U.S. $375,000 in CAPEX over one year.”
Samuel	Dakurah,	Head	of	Technology	and	Business	Systems	Support	Division	|	Republic	Bank	(Ghana)	Limited

Soaring cloud adoption

The	COVID-19	pandemic	spurred	already-strong	cloud	adoption	rates	to	new	heights	—	with	94	percent	of	organizations3	using	

public	cloud	in	2020,	and	51	percent	using	more	than	one	cloud.	While	cloud	was	a	necessary	strategic	shift	to	increase	flexibility,	

agility	and	scalability,	its	speed	meant	that	companies	often	overprovisioned	resources	and	ran	into	unexpected	expenses	

from	the	cloud	storage	choices	they	made.	In	their	haste,	organizations	often	neglected	the	need	to	keep	data	storage	and	data	

protection	tightly	coupled,	an	essential	principle	in	the	hybrid	cloud	world.	

Cloud	adoption	won’t	slow	any	time	soon.	ESG	Research	found	68	percent	of	IT	leaders	are	planning	to	increase	public	cloud	

infrastructure	spend	in	2021.4	This	continued	growth	makes	it	even	more	critical	for	companies	to	get	cost,	manageability,	and	

data	protection	under	control	across	every	environment	they	use.	

70% of organizations using cloud services today plan 

to increase their cloud spending in the wake of 

the disruption caused by COVID-19.5

Data sprawl

The	unruly	expansion	of	cloud	environments	is	paralleled	by	unabated	growth	in	data	volumes.	To	accommodate	this	often	

unpredictable	expansion	without	the	waste	of	overprovisioning,	companies	need	more	dynamic	and	cost-efficient	ways	to	scale	

data	storage.	This	includes	being	able	to	expand	cloud	data	protection	to	multiple	cloud	storage	classes.	

With	a	30%	reduction	in	overall	backup	service	delivery	cost,	Indian	ICT	service	provider	ensures	data	readiness	across	multi-

cloud	environments	and	increases	competitive	edge.	Read case study > 

Budget constraints

IT	budgets	haven’t	always	scaled	with	pandemic	demands.	In	a	BCG	survey,	57	percent	of	respondents	reported	having	put	a	

freeze	on	capital	expenditures	in	April	2020	and	expected	to	continue	to	reduce	capex	outlays.7	Many	organizations	chose	to	shift	

to	an	operating	expenditure	budget,	finding	new	SaaS-based	options,	including	SaaS-based	backup,	to	be	both	the	technology	

and	the	price	point	needed	during	the	seismic	business	shift.	

As	demand	soared	for	digital	workplace	and	digital	business	capacity,	only	42	percent	increased	their	IT	budget,	while	29	percent	

actually	cut	IT	spend	instead.8	With	35	percent	of	IT	budgets	expected	to	stay	flat9	amid	a	mixed	outlook	for	2021,	making	do	with	

less	will	remain	the	norm	for	many	organizations.	Many	organizations	like	yours	are	looking	for	options	to	efficiently	manage	data	

and	still	innovate.	

2	 2021	Technology	Spending	Intentions	Survey,	Dec	2020,	ESG

3	 2021	Technology	Spending	Intentions	Survey,	Dec	2020,	ESG

4	 2021	Technology	Spending	Intentions	Survey,	Dec	2020,	ESG

5	 Gartner,	“Gartner	Forecasts	Worldwide	Public	Cloud	End-User	Spending	to	Grow	

18%	in	2021”,	November	17,	2020,	https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-

releases/2020-11-17-gartner-forecasts-worldwide-public-cloud-end-user-

spending-to-grow-18-percent-in-2021

6	 Sify	Technologies	Case	Study

7	 IT	Buyer’s	Survey	on	COVID-19,	BCG,	May	2020

8	 2021	State	of	the	CIO,	IDG

9	 2021	Technology	Spending	Intentions	Survey,	Dec	2020,	ESG
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Parsons	Technology	used	Commvault	97-99%	deduplication	ratio	to	save	storage	costs	across	cloud	and	on-premises	resources.	

See the 2-minute video > 

Rising risk

As	climate	unpredictability	increases	natural	disasters	and	ransomware	attacks	grow	more	common,	it’s	more	important	than	

ever	for	companies	to	have	reliable,	cost-effective	disaster	recovery	and	ransomware	recovery.	This	calls	for	consolidated	data	

protection	and	management	to	reduce	cost,	gain	a	clear	view	of	data	across	storage	locations,	increase	consistency,	and	reduce	

risk.	Increased	automation,	security,	and	delegated	processes	are	needed	so	companies	can	do	more	testing	and	preparation	

with	fewer	staff.	

95% of surveyed IT organizations10 said Commvault 

gives them greater confidence in restoring their 

data to quickly resume business operations. 

Pressures around digital transformation — and security

Even	before	COVID-19,	CIOs	were	under	tremendous	pressure	to	adapt	quickly	to	changing	market	conditions.	The	pandemic	

heightened	this	urgency,	leading	82	percent	of	CIOs11	to	implement	new	technologies,	IT	strategies,	and/or	methodologies,	often	

including	the	rapid	adoption	of	cloud,	SaaS,	and	new	internal	processes.	Now	they	need	to	ensure	that	this	rapid	evolution	doesn’t	

leave	data	protection	behind.	While	90	percent	of	U.S.	CIOs	say	they	feel	pressure	to	digitally	transform	their	business,	71	percent	

name	security	and	privacy12	as	the	most	likely	area	for	increased	investment	in	2021.

86%
of surveyed Commvault cloud customers 

agreed: “Commvault helps me to be ready for 

today’s cloud data management demands — and 

what’s coming in the future.”13

Addressing issues around the cost, scalability, and complexity of data protection

To	address	issues	around	cost,	complexity,	and	risk,	companies	need	faster,	more	efficient,	and	scalable	data	protection	across	

every	storage	location	they	use,	from	on-premises	and	cloud	to	the	network	edge.

Optimize costs and streamline management for cloud storage

In	one	recent	survey,	cloud	decision	makers	reported	that	their	top	initiative	for	202114	is	optimizing	their	existing	use	of	cloud.	

And	no	wonder;	90	percent	of	survey	respondents	said	cloud	usage	is	higher	than	initially	planned	in	2020,	as	the	pandemic	

increased	the	need	for	flexibility	and	scalability.	This	increased	utilization	makes	cost	efficiency	critical,	leading	20	percent	of	data	

protection	buyers	to	seek	to	optimize	storage	capacity	with	features	such	as	deduplication.	

90%Cloud decisions makers have 

made optimization their top 

initiative for 202111 — with

Given	current	budget	pressures,	CIOs	need	to	show	that	new	technologies	are	fiscally	responsible	and	not	driving	up	management	

costs.	While	native	cloud	backup	tools	like	Microsoft	Azure	Backup	or	Amazon	AWS	Backup	can	seem	convenient	and	inexpensive,	

a	more	comprehensive	cloud	data	protection	solution	can	save	time	and	effort	by	simplifying	management	across	all	types	of	

workloads	—	cloud,	on-premises,	physical,	and	virtual.

Technical	blog:	10 Times When Clouds Need More Than Free Backup > 

10	TVID:	217-244-928

11	 Sify	Technologies	Case	Study

12	 Adobe,	Fortune,	Apr	2021

seeing higher-than-planned 

usage in 2020.

13	 TVID:	02C-E4B-39F

14	 2021	State	of	the	Cloud	Report,	Flexera	
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Scale data protection in tandem with your evolving environment

As	per	Gartner,	“seventy-six	percent	of	survey	respondents	said	that	demand	for	new	digital	products	and	services	increased	in	

2020,	with	even	more	respondents	(83%)	reporting	that	it	will	increase15	in	2021”.	The	cloud	can	play	a	critical	role	in	providing	the	

scalability	to	meet	this	growth,	often	by	complementing	on-premises	resources	in	a	hybrid	architecture.	

As	companies	evolve	their	hybrid	strategy,	it’s	essential	for	data	storage	and	data	protection	to	be	tightly	coupled	to	reduce	risk	

while	managing	cost,	such	as	by	prioritizing	flexible	storage	capabilities	for	both	primary	and	secondary	storage.	A	unified	solution	

can	simplify	data	security	for	an	already	overloaded	IT	staff	by	providing	a	single	pane	of	glass	to	centrally	monitor,	manage,	

protect,	and	adjust	security	levels	and	parameters	across	the	hybrid	environment.

600%	data	growth	and	a	streamlined	data	management	strategy	at	the	State	of	Oregon.16 Read the case study >

Help overwhelmed IT teams work more efficiently

As	risks	grow,	CIOs	need	to	show	the	board,	stockholders,	and	customers	that	data	is	secure	and	recoverable.	To	do	so,	they	need	

to	eliminate	the	problems	that	come	with	complexity.	Managing	multiple	storage	locations	across	multiple	data	protection	user	

interfaces	or	products	can	be	a	risky	proposition.	In	a	data	recovery	exercise,	data	professionals	can’t	afford	to	waste	time	figuring	

out	which	platform	is	relevant	for	the	current	scenario.	Consolidating	on	a	single	data	management	solution	simplifies	both	routine	

and	emergency	data	recovery.	

As	IT	grows	more	complex,	automation	becomes	more	important	for	closing	the	IT	skills	gap.	80	percent	of	CIOs17	reported	that	

automating	business	or	IT	processes	became	more	important	during	the	2020	pandemic;	measures	like	these	can	help	ensure	

consistent	data	protections	and	SLAs	across	different	types	of	workloads	and	storage	environments	while	reducing	manual	effort.	

80% of CIOs17 said that automating business or IT 

processes became more important during 

the pandemic.

How Commvault helps you efficiently manage data

Commvault	solutions	reduce	data	management	cost	and	complexity	by	providing	a	single,	simple	platform	for	consistent	data	

management	and	protection	across	a	broad	set	of	applications	and	workloads.	Enterprises	can	take	a	unified	approach	to	manage	

and	protect	data	from	cloud	to	on-premises,	to	edge,	to	containers,	while	eliminating	data	silos	to	reduce	risk	and	cost.	With	a	

more	efficient	foundation	for	data	management,	companies	can	scale	readily	while	controlling	costs	and	ensuring	that	data	is	

protected	and	recoverable.

UConn	Health	delivered	an	18-month	cloud	migration	project	6	months	ahead	of	schedule,	saving	$400,000	in	licensing	costs.	

Read the case study >

15	Gartner,	“Gartner	Survey	of	Nearly	2,000	CIOs	Reveals	Top	Performing	Enterprises	are	Prioritizing	Digital	Innovation	During	the	Pandemic”,	October	20,	2020,	https://

www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2020-10-20-gartner-survey-of-nearly-2000-cios-reveals-top-performing-enterprises-are-prioritizing-digital-innova-

tion-during-the-pandemic

16	Case	Study:	State	of	Oregon	tackles	data	growth	using	Commvault	and	HPE

17	 2021	State	of	the	CIO,	IDG

https://www.commvault.com/
https://www.commvault.com/resources/case-study-state-of-oregon?kui=4zj97KhLNOoSWvzEBBbkxA
https://cloud.kapostcontent.net/pub/cf8a9a0a-e292-4ae3-af47-fa635ad31c7c/case-study-uconn-health?kui=Dey0t_lj9bndlXEuJI7cwA
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Cost optimizing cloud consumption

Some	think	native	cloud	backup	tools	like	Azure	Backup	or	AWS	Backup	would	be	convenient	and	inexpensive.	Commvault	saves	

time	and	staff	effort	through	a	more	comprehensive	cloud	data	protection	solution	with	a	single	interface	across	environments.	

Intelligent	tiering	significantly	reduces	cloud	storage	costs	by	moving	data	to	colder	storage	when	SLAs	allow.	Integrated	

deduplication	and	compression	yield	additional	savings	without	the	cost	and	complexity	of	additional	appliances.	

By	offering	opportunities	to	lower	storage	and	egress	fees,	Commvault	reduces	the	cost	of	storing	and	transferring	data	between	

clouds	or	locations.	There’s	more	flexibility	to	meet	changing	strategic	and	business	needs.	Cloud-native	integration	eliminates	

the	need	for	a	cloud	gateway	or	long-running	infrastructure.	

“The software solution from Commvault fills gaps in native cloud tools and has cut across every use 
case McDonald’s Cloud Services team requires, providing optimized and effective backups across 
databases. Commvault’s solution tunes performance across AWS and Microsoft Azure cloud servers 
and drives cost savings through deduplication and compression.18” 
Douglas	Leonard,	Director,	Cloud	Services	|	McDonald’s	Corporation

Allowing efficient scalability for both storage and data protection

Commvault	helps	organizations	adopt	or	absorb	new	technology	easily	with	day-one	support	for	the	latest	cloud	databases	and	

storage	vendors.	Flexible	deployment	options	let	companies	choose	how	to	implement	and	evolve	their	solution	over	time,	from	

on-premises	to	SaaS	and	the	cloud,	with	a	single	management	console	to	reduce	complexity	and	data	fragmentation.	

Direct	support	for	large	cloud	data	migration	tools	like	Microsoft	Azure	Data	Box,	Amazon	AWS	Snow	family,	and	Google	Transfer	

Appliance	eases	data	migration,	with	integrated	encryption	that	keeps	customers	in	complete	control	of	the	security	of	the	data.	

Pay-as-you-grow	options	enable	IT	to	keep	their	solution	aligned	with	business	needs	without	overprovisioning.	Data	protection	is	

tightly	coupled	to	data	storage	across	hybrid	environments	to	protect	against	failures	and	increase	availability	and	resiliency.	

To	reduce	risk,	your	data	protection	needs	to	scale	in	tandem	with	your	hybrid	environment.	Commvault	provides	simple,	flexible	

data	protection	across	virtual	workloads,	databases,	and	containers.	One	single	pane	of	glass	is	the	central	point	to	monitor,	

manage,	protect,	and	adjust	security	levels	and	parameters.	Intelligent	data	distribution,	simultaneous	read/writes,	and	easy	

capacity	expansion	simplify	scale-out	data	protection.	

Simplifying and automating data management

By	unifying	data	silos	and	providing	a	single	consistent	platform	across	all	types	of	workloads,	in	all	types	of	storage	locations,	

Commvault	makes	it	simpler	to	manage	and	protect	data	even	when	IT	skills	are	in	short	supply.	

“There is no other software on the market—and believe me, we had looked many places—that uses 
one platform, one single point of entry for service providers to control and manage the infrastructure 
of both endpoint servers and Office 365 and everything in between.” 
Martin	Phillip	Maleschyn,	CEO	|	CURAit	

18	 I’m	Lovin’	It!	Customers	Turn	to	Commvault	in	the	Cloud	to	address	the	growing	trend	of	moving	infrastructure

https://www.commvault.com/
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To	learn	how	you	can	ensure	efficient	data	management	and	protection,	visit	www.commvault.com/cut-IT-costs >

19	2021	State	of	the	CIO,	IDG

20	TVID:D91-BC8-583

Today’s	IT	leaders	want	to	improve	processes	now	with	changes	that	deliver	long-term	advantages	for	realizing	their	business	

goals.	Asked	how	they	spend	their	time	now19,	CIOs	emphasized	security	management	(44	percent),	improving	IT	operations	/	

systems	performance	(41	percent),	aligning	IT	initiatives	with	business	goals	(40	percent),	and	implementing	new	systems	and	

architecture	(38	percent).	Asked	to	look	ahead	three	years,	though,	improving	IT	operations	/	systems	performance	dropped	from	

#2	to	#11	—	showing	a	desire	to	build	in	better	processes	now,	then	move	on	to	more	strategic	priorities	in	the	years	to	come.

Security Management 44%

Improving IT operations / systems performance 41%

Aligning IT initiatives with business goals 40%

Implementing new systems and architecture 38%
2021	State	of	the	CIO,	IDG

One	of	the	most	important	ways	to	improve	IT	operations	performance	is	through	automation.	According	to	IDG,	56	percent	of	

CIOs15	say	they	are	automating	IT	and	business	operations	to	become	more	revenue-driven	and/or	support	the	creation	of	new	

products	or	services.

“Commvault enabled us to efficiently configure a cloud backup environment and dramatically 
reduced the workload for migrating data.” 
Byeong-Sub	Park,	Senior	Manager,	Information	Operations	Team	|	Yura	Corporation	

Commvault	enables	customers	to	automate	tedious	IT	work	like	maintaining	SLAs	in	disparate	systems,	writing	scripts	to	move	

workloads	to	the	cloud,	and	hunting	for	information	across	silos.	Commvault	applies	consistent	SLAs	across	workload	types,	

regardless	of	location,	features	native	integration	with	Azure	and	AWS	for	cloud	data	migration,	and	shows	a	single	dashboard	view	

of	data	across	storage	locations.	By	automating	and	streamlining	data	management	and	protection	tasks,	Commvault	helps	

customers	save	weeks	of	work	and	2	–	3	full	time	equivalents	of	staff.	Commvault	customers	have	reduced	RPO	by	84	percent	

and	RTO	by	75	percent	while	also	reducing	risk.

94% of surveyed IT organizations20 are likely to 

recommend Commvault.

Keep your data ready for business

With	your	IT	environment	evolving	as	fast	as	your	business,	you	can’t	afford	to	get	bogged	down	by	data	silos,	tool	sprawl,	

inefficient	processes,	and	an	overwhelmed	IT	staff.	With	a	unified	approach	to	data	management	and	protection,	for	all	types,	no	

matter	where	it’s	stored,	you	can	keep	pace	with	evolving	business	needs	while	reducing	risk	and	avoiding	disruption.	

https://www.commvault.com/
https://www.commvault.com/
https://www.commvault.com/legal-notices/trademarks
https://www.commvault.com/
https://www.commvault.com/blogs
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https://www.facebook.com/Commvault
https://twitter.com/commvault
https://www.commvault.com/contact-us#chat
https://www.commvault.com/cut-IT-costs

